We propose a query language based on extended regular expressions. This language extends texts with text-generating macros. These macros make it possible to define languages in a compressed, elegant way. This paper also extends queries with linear implications and additive (classical) conjunctions. To be precise, it allows goals of the form D-oG and G1 & G2 where D is a text or a macro and G is a query. The first goal is solved by adding D to the current text and then solving G. This goal is flexible in controlling the current text dynamically. The second goal is solved by solving both G1 and G2 from the current text. This goal is particularly useful for internet search.
Introduction
Regular expressions [1] have gained much interest as a query language for text search. While regular expressions provide multiplicative ANDs and additive ORs, they lack additive (or classical) conjunctions which are integral to Internet search [2] . Lacking such connectives, regular expressions do not have a simple way to express the queries of this kind: find a web page which contains both the word abc and the word bca On the other hand, classical logic has gained much interest as a query language for internet search (e.g., Google, Yahoo). However, classical logic lacks the notion of resources, i.e., multiplicative conjunctions. Lacking such connectives, classical logic does not have an easy way to express queries of this kind: find a web page which contains at least two occurrences of the word abbc. This paper introduces a superset of these two languages, which is based on propositional intuitionistic linear logic [3], [4]. This logic extends regular expressions by new forms of queries: an implication goal of the form D-oG and the expression of the form G1 & G2 where D is a text and G is a goal. The former one has the following intended semantics: the text D is intended to be added to the current context in the course of proving G. This expression thus supports the idea of local texts. This expression is particularly useful for limiting the search space for Internet search. The latter expression has the following intended semantics: prove 
The Language
The extended language to be considered is described by Gand D-formulas given by the syntax rules below: 
